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gagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Norma Faye, to Claude Barber White, Jr., son of Mr.
Mrs Claude White of Hezal.
and
PUBLISHOIG COMPANY.
PUBLISHED by LEDGES • TIMES
Mr and Mrs. A. A. Doherty and Mr. and Mrs. John
and
Times,
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The
Ledger.
Ooneohdation of the 1&lifT117
returned home after a
1110 and the West Kentanst•n, Workman have
The Times-Herald, October IS
Riverside, California, where they visited their brother.
.1110111Lry 1, 11141.
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Quotes From The News

Today
20 Years Ago
rums me
Mrs. Ballet Stewart Of Murray Route Four died at
the Murray Hospital yesterday after an thness of two
months.
Swann Parks of Lynn Grove was elected president of
Calloway 4-H Clubs and Mary Miller Ellis, Kirksey, secretary, at the annual 4-H picnic Saturday at Kentucky
Dam.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H Titsworth are the parents of a
daughter, Anne, weighing ten pounds, born July 91.
Members of the Grand Jury for the August term
court are Burie Houser, W J Garland, Brent Butterworth, W F D411day, B. H. Dixon, foreman, Alfred Keel,
Charles L Ross, Carlos Hopkins, J M Turner, C. Robert
Lewis, P. G Ferguson, and Claude C. Smith.

WASHINGTON — Stuart G. Gipson, spokesman for
the Air Transport Association of America, on the air
traffic Jam:
"The situation will get worse before it gets better."

of

THE
FAMILY
LAWYER —

by United Prue Intorrietimmi
Today is Friday, August 2.
the 215th day of 1908 with 151
to follow.
The moon is between its find
quarter and full phase.
The morning star is Saturn.
Legacies of Hate
The evening star is Venus.
On this day in history:
-To my sister, one dollar and my
hi 1914, Russia invaded Germany as German troops moved
"To my son-in-law, a good stout

PRAGUE — Josef Smrkovsky, reassuring a crowd rope with which to hang himself."
-To my" partner. my portrait of
that Czechoslovakia's agreement to meet with other
Communist East European leaders does not indicate a viper."
These hateful legacies are exama reversal of the reform movement:
ples of a peculiar phenomenon in
we'
held)
be
will
meeting
the
(where
-In Bratislava
the field of wills. The maker Of a
will explain that our problem arid our situation Is our will knows that his words will
own and not that of the Soviet Union nor anyone's else." probably not come to light until
WASHINGTON — Congressman Jonathan Bingham.
D.-N.Y., explaining why he is asking the FBI to abandon
target shooting exhibitions in which the target is the
outline of a man:
"Youngsters should not be exposed to this exhibition
of shooting to kill."

after his death--when he is safe
from retribution. Under this protection, as, one expert put it: "Human nature removes its mask."
Are such legacies valid? In making a will, is there a "right to he
mean"?
Generally speaking. the answer
is se's The law is reluctant to con-

Bible Thoughtfor Today

into France, Belgium and L.
inabourg.

In 1923, President Warren
Harding died in San Francisco
while returning from a trip to
Alaska.
In 1934, Hitler proclaimed
himself Germany's absolute dietator when President Paul me
Hindenburg died.
In 1939, Albert Einstein wrote
President Roosevelt, urging him
to accelerate atomic research—
which led to the development
of the atomic bomb.
A thought for the day: British poet, John Clare, said, "If
life has a second edition, how I
would correct the proofs."

0 come, let us worship and bow down; let us kneel
before the Lord our maker. —Psalm 95:6.
It is a good thing to give thanks unto the Lord and
sing Oraises unto Thy Name, 0 Most High.

demn the nxitiY:es of someone who
A move Is underway to annex angther portion of is not present to make explanations.
land to the Murray City limits. The area is roughly north No court can be sure what real
and west of the present city limits and takes in the gene- grievances might hase lain hidden
in his heart.
ral Five Points area.
Besides, the very idea of a will
Joseph E Pace, Jr son of Mr and Mrs. Joe E. Pace,
Was recently promoted to the rank of Lieutenant in the is to give the maker the right to
pick and choose among the possible
United States Naval Reserve He is now attending the ; objects of his bounty. fasoring one,
University of Tennessee Dental School at Memphis, I rejecting another.
Tenn.
I On the other hand, if g will is
Mr and Mrs Maynard Ragsdale announce the en- sufficiently unnatural, that may be

''fCOntinuOuS Shnwin
From 1 p m D.a
11/"/
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some indication that the person
1who made it was either under
;undue influence or mentally incompetent.
For instance a spinster's will
left all her money to a niece..cutting
off the brother she had long loved
dearly. This was held sufficiently
strange, along with other circumstances, to justify the conclusion
that the woman had been subjected
to undue influence by the niece.
Furthermore, unnatural prowl'
sions won't he upheld if they are
contrary to state laws or in conflict
with public policy. Thus, a court
would not Ipprove instructions to
"Burn all my money" or. "Hire a
gunman to do away with my boss."
Fortunately, the average will
does not reflect either venom or
spite. Most people hod something
better to do with their last words
than to lease a legaty of hate. Not
many- individuals care to be remembered that way.
As American Bar Association public service feature by WIII Bernard.
1968 American-Bar Association

.••

Con Makes Trucks
After Derailment
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SANTA FE, Argentina
(CPU — Most train accidents are considered a misfortnne; but when Jaime
ga Corona felt the rail ear he .as in` jolt off
the track* in a deriilment,
he immediately saw a lucky
break
orona jumped out the
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Man in a Uniform
Cream of the Crop

MOTOR SALES
5 POINTS
ROUTE #2
MORRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

AOKONCAN
MOTORS

AA.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY - Why do parents tell their daughters they
don't want them to have anything to do with a man in uniform
unless he's an officer?
Enlis:ed men are just as good as officers land some are a
lot better) but they seem to be treated like dirt_ Funny, but a
guy who's not in service at all has the edge on all servicemen
I have dressed in civvies and lied to a girl's parents just so
I could call for her at her house like a gentleman and meet her
folks. I'm the same man in a uniform, but ij I wore it, they'd
run me off the property. What do people have against enlisted
men amway7
IN THEARMY

ifogl

is a Good
Place to do Business

DEAR IN: Most parents don't make any distinction between an enlisted man and a• officer. They simply rule out all
men in uniform because they're skeptical of a man who is here
today and could be gone tomorrow. The cream of any nation's
crop wears the enlisted man's uniform [for a time, at least)
and I would remind parents that they could be passing up gold
because it doesn't look as good as polished brass.

That means you need only look to PCA for ell
your short and intermediate-term credit needs—
no matter what they are. Through such carefully
structured loans as OPERATING LOANS,
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS—PCA can provide you with the credit tools
to do the job best—whatever it is.
In addition, you have the advantage of consultation
with specialists in both credit and farming
who will help you save money by joint planning
to keep interest costs lowl This is one big reason

Keys Keel

A

PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
305 N. 4th

Ph '753-5602

Nervous Don KnotLs will star
In his first own comedy special
for CBS on Oct. 26_ His guests
on the one-hour program will
. Andy Griffith and Juliet
be
Prowse.
• •• •
Without voting for or against
the series, it is my opinion that
ABC "Rat Patrol," now in its
second season, holds the rerort
for attractive male players on
one video program -- Christopher George, Gary Raymond
and Hans Gudeizeist, who plays
their chief German antagonist.
It'r World War II shoot-em-up
and not a sex-appeal program,
so it may not have much of a,
female audience. But, girls.
these three have got it. TAke
a look.

SAMUEL

G. BELL, M.D.

For

The

Practice of Internal Medicine

Doe
RulE

RAY Driveln Theatre
Roxoffice Opens - 7:15 • Show Starts at Dusk
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TONITE thru SATURDAY
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INK GUINNESS
MAX VON SYDOW
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why PCA IS A GOOD PLACE TO DO BUSINESS!

DEAR BECKY: Why don't you just give her a gift "by
mouth"! ISay, "Best wishes,")

DEAR ABBY - Since I graduated from grammar school
two years ago I have gone steady with three boys, all of whom
I gave in to. I was Ricky. I didn't get pregnant.
Now all my friends are just starting to date and here I am.
I have already done just about everything, so there is nothing
to look ferward to. I could blame my mother for allowing me
to date so early, but that wouldn't be fair because I begged
her and told her that she could "trust" me.
I am not writing for advice It is too late for that Now I
have to live down a bad reputation [Boys talk afterwards I
found that out 1
.Please print this for mothers who let their daughters start
to date and go steady when they are too young. Once they do,
UPI)
ENSENADA, Mextro
—Workers . diming for coil-- the trouble begins. No matter how "mature" a girl thinks she
struction material at El Gallo
* at 13, she is only a child.
OLD AT 15
Creek near here turned up
huge bones said to be those orCONFIDENTIAL TO "A FRIEND IN BRIDGEPORT'
prehistoric animals.
Urge him to put his affairs ia seder. He may live.
Oceanologist Nisikahau Klnumura, doing research work
Everybody has a problem. What!. years? Per a personal
In this northwest peninsular
susto
workers
the
state got
pend operations to avoid damaging the prehistoric bones
with excavation machinery.
Tractor operator Guadalupe
1411 Olive Blvd.
Sanchez said he saw the first
and DELIVERY —
PICKUP
FREE
—
bones when removing sand
Phone 753-3852
Cleaning
Fine
Truly
along the creek's banks.
"They were huge ribs and a
tusk more than three feet
long." he said.
The tractor had crushed-pieces of bones and 'he fragments were turned over to the •
Marine Science School.
The school said it had atAnnounces
tempted projects with the Natural History Museum of Los
THE ASSOCIATION
Angeles, trying to dig up pre-----)
of
historic relics in the area.
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Because PCA is a
Complete Credit Service!

DEAR ABBY: One of the girls who works in our office
[I'll call her Zelda) is being married next Saturday Three
weeks ago all the girls in my department received engraved
invitations to her wedding, but I was left out. I was invited to
a bridal shower given for Zelda by the office girls, but because
of illness I was unable to attend I sent a nice gift however
This morning Zelda stopped by my desk and gave me an
invitation "by mouth." I had already made plans for next Saturday and cannot attend her wedding. Must I give her a wedding gift?
BECKY

Workers Find •
Huge Bones

Ago-Today
Ten Years
moms a Tam nay

1111111111110111111111

•

ALMANAC

MIAMI BEACH -- Sen. Trugh Scott, R -Pa., commenting on differences between leading Republicans on
Issues m the party's platform:
-Everyone thinks he's got better language than anyone else It's'understandable, but frustrating."

1
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DEAN MARTIN • STELLA STEVENS
ELI WALLACH • ANNE JACKSON
The wife
you save...
...may be
your own!
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neArb* woods His train was
earl-sing prisoners to a
penitentiary in Santa Fe.
Corona escaped with a life
sentence hanging over him.
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You'll Always Find A-1 Used Cars at Parker
Motors...Drop By Today and See
701 Main Street

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 753-5273
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Movements Tell
Feelingsi upi1
Truera„0,Ncisco
7

Bro. W. Paul Daily Sr.

:46

THE NEW ZIONS CAUSE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Ity

On Sunday afternoon, AuguSt
4th at 2 o'clock the Zions Cause
Baptist Church of Marshall
County will have a service of
dedication.
Bro. Bob Covington, former
pastor, will deliver the dedicatory sermon.
The beginning of Baptist history at Zions Cause Missionary
13ap1ist Church is traceable to
the year of 1885. The church
was organized in the home of
William McBride who was living about one and one-half miles
west of the present site of the
church. The church is the re-

tools
ation

on
IESSI
•

sult of mission work by Bro.
J. B. Fletcher, Bro. Sam Gregory and Bro. J. P. Tubbs.
Blood River Association of
Baptist was formed October
28, 1870. Zions cause Church
was admitted in 1886.
Bro. J. B. Fletcher was the
first pastor and Gus English
was the first church clerk.
Charter deacons were Harrison
Johnston, William McBride and
J. W. Young. The first services were held in a brush
arbor in the summer and in the
home of William McBride in
the winter.

Does Cupid Still
atre

, Rule Niagara Falls?
we can get back in the car and
By JUSTIN L. CAMERLENGO make Cleveland by nightfall.''
Murphy says the number of
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.
, UPI 1—Some "skeptics" claim honeymooners has been on the
the honeymoon is over at Nia- decline since the end of World
gara Falls. Tots and teens, War II, though he cannot put
scions of the "station wagon a finger on specific statistics to
back his claim.
set," have taken over.
But romantics, while admit- _'.prosperity probably hurt us
ting the cascading waters con- more than anything. People
tinue to gain popularity as a can do something a little more
family vacation spot, argue the glamorous on their honeymagic of the "Honeymoon moon, like traveling to Bermuda." Murphy says.
Capital" flourishes.
He is not complaining about
One such romantic is E.
the overall tourist business,
Dent Lackey, the white-haired
however. He quotes figures
mayor of this tourist-conscious
from the Niagara Frontier
city on the U.S side of the inState Parks Commission showternational border Lackey deing that visitors to the UB,
lights in his knack to spot the
side alone have doubled to 4.5
thousands of honeymooners
million annually in the past 20
who warm the sidelines of the
years.
cooling waters.
On the other hand. Lackey,
"It's part of the dream world
who has escorted visiting celebof thousands of honeymoonrities from Miss America to
ers," Lackey says of the falls,
Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin
"and it's living up to its name."
on personal tours of the falls,
Not so, insists William Murfeels there is a tendency la
phy, public relations manager
the number of
for the Niagara Falls Area underestimate
honeymooners.
Chamber of Commerce.
T h e Methodist ministerMurphy admits that Niagara
turned politician says he is in
Falls still enchants large numbers of honeymooners each a position to be "more keenly
year. But, he says, newlyweds aware" of the presence of newno longer represent the "aver- lyweds in the Cataract City. He
is often awakened at midnight
age visitor."
"The average tourist is in and beyond to perform a wedthe station wagon set — Mom, ding ceremony.
Pop and the kids on vacation,"
Lackey, also without statishe says "The 'average tourist tics, believes the number of
stands here checking his brides and bridegrooms
watch, saying 'there are the launching their marital bliss at
falls. Aren't they great? Now Niagara Falls is rising propor-
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In 1885 Moses Young gave
the land as the first building
site. In 1902 the church moved
to its present' site. This land
was given by J.H. Little. In
1947 a brick building was constructed under the leadership
of Leon Winchester, pastor.
Robert Covington preached the
dedication sermon on the first
Sunday in August 1948.
Going out from this church
to serve in the Lord's work
are Robert Lee, licensed to
preach, December 28,1947; Don
L. Bearfield, minister of music
and education, August 14, 1955;
and Ronald Parker Hardison,
song director.
Bro. W. Paul Dailey was
called to be the pastor of the
church in 1967. The new church
was erected under his leadership and with the cooperation
of all the church members.
The church is grateful to our
Lord, for His mercies have
been great, To Him be glory
forever and ever,' said Bro.
Dailey.
pastors and
All former
friends are invited to attend
the service of dedication.

Fry
Here's a cream cheese refrigerator confection for children. Beat an 8-ounce package of cream cheese until
fluffy. Gradually add 3 cups of
S ifted confectioners' sugar,
beating until smooth. Blend in
a' dash of selt and 1 teaspoon
of vanilla. Stir in '2 cup of
chopped gumdrops and 214
cups of uncooked quick rolled
Oats. Chill several hours. Shape
to form logs about 2 inches
long. Roll in flaked or shredded coconut. Cover and refrigerate. Makes 31 2 dozen.

(AGEFE
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Few who are asked, or feel called upon. to
- list the greatest novels ever written, omit
one completed in 1868: War and Peace.
This monumental panorama of czarist Russia
1805-15 had its inception about 1860, when Count
Leo Tolstoy was in his thirties and a veteran (as
artilleryman, of two wars. After the second of these
in Crimea, he retired to faintly estates south of Mos,
cow to devote himself to humanitarian pursuits and
authorship.
Its experiences as soldie; made Mai an ex-treat.ily realistic- projector 6f scenes of warfare
:
dinal
that form the background of his chronicle of three
interrelated fictional families whose lives ,were affected by Napoleon and the two men who brought
the Ekmaparte downfall, Tsar Alexander 1 and General Kutuzov.
Hiram Haydn and Edmund Fuller agreed that
"The clear place of War and Peace as inc of• the
cornerstones 14 world literature must be attributed
to the epic scope of the novel, and the quality of the
writing." However, the quality of the willing varies
in English according to talents of translators.
The ria•-ei *NAN followed by another great one,
Anna Kareninaa, befcre Tolstoy "experienced a religious transformation, rejecting Orthodox' doctrine
for that of Christian love, which involved the principle of not resisting evil hut of taking it in and
transforming it" to quote a biographer Gandhi
ttaehings of the moral (cm* of nonviolent resistance
were derivativeei of Tolstoty's philosophy.
CLARK KINNAIKD
• • •
NOTE • • In 40-1) of this series, one of C. L. Sholes'
partners in the typewiiter patent should have been
S. W. !•toitle. The other: Carlos Afiimen.
Right: T01.10) tra•eling afoot %%hen eighty,
'nearing garb he wade. lie had determine('
not to he dependent oil labor of other..

3-5273

Tips Help You

Cereal Snack
For snacks. make cereal puff
popcorn. Heat 4 cups of puffed
rice or Miffed wheat in preheated 350-degree oven about
10 mintes. Melt 14 cup of butter
or margarine in a large skillet.
Add 2 teaspoon of salt and the
cereal. Heat over high heat
about 1 minute, stirring constantly. Makes 4 cups.

44
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Bro. Bob Covington

tionately.Vgi_tbe_totat _punsber of visitors.
Perhaps the mayor is right.
Perhaps Murphy is right. But
even amateurs who happen to
turn away from the magnetic
charm of Niagara Falls can see
the honeymooning couples in
evidence.
And lest people forget, Lackey points out, many honeymooners return annually to
celebrate their wedding anniversaries—the first year or two
alone, the next several years
in the station wagon set with
alone
their children, then
again.
Recently, for instance, one
couple celebrated a 27th anniversary visit with dinner at a
quiet city restaurant

11:11111L S:111111aal fiat:1110
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For Small

ZIONS CAUSE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH HAS
NEWS VILDING DEDICATION

SS

—
SAN
No Matter hat we may say tc
the contrary, our facial expressions and body movements betray our true feelings, says a
psychologist at the University
of California's San Frinciscc
Medical Center.
Most facial expressions anc
dy movements mean the same
thing the world over, but some
societies have their own unique
ways of expressing simile/
ideas." says Dr. Paul Ekman.
"When an American is angry
he shakes a clenched flst, while
a native of New Guinea pretends to shoot a isow and arrow." he continue..
Other movements have specific, universal meanings. ''A
person who spontaneously covers his eyes with a hand is indicating shame," he says. "The
gesture indicates he does not
wish to see or be seen."

6,420 FEET DEEP - The Deep Ocean'Work Boat of GM's Electronics-Defense Research Laboratories emerges from the briny off Santa Barbara, Calif., after a descent of 6,420
feet to the Santa Cruz Basin. The crew has a 360-degree vision from the 17-foot hull.
-

To give pot roast richer color when done, sprinkle surface
of meat with about 2 teaspoons
of sugar before searing it in hot
fat.

•

Effective sunglasses should
screen out 70 to 80 per cent of
the harmful bands in the extreme ends of the spectrum,
such as infra-red and ultraviolet, the Guild of Prescription
Opticians of America reports

NEW YORK (UPI) — Some
women have their own special
ways of applying make-up,
some have a natural knack,
while others require qualified
guidance, says one cosmetics
manufacturer
To keep in touch with all
The sound of fashion for fall
contemporary beauty methods,
and winter will be jingle-janthe firm conducted a survey.
gle. Chains accent waists and
Among the findings: women
have so many metallic things
more
eyes
the
today emphasize
hanging from them that the
feature.
than any other
can't be avoided when
clanking
'along
When using powder
sits down, stands up,
woman
a
the
it's
with eye make-up,
walks or shifts her posture.
powder that goes on first.
Back to eyes. The experts
from the Amway Corp. said eye
shadow never should go beyond
the region Just above the eyelid
Iroits•LitODE,_......
.=beYond
Other Lips:
—When selecting a makeup
foundation, always choose a
shade that picks up the lightest tone in your skin. As to the
question of which application
is best, the circular, downward
or upward, the answer is upward.
—Before starting to apply
any make-up, clean your sktn
t horoug ley

10,000
reasons why
we're cutting
Ford prices
to the bone.

Expert Puts In
Word for Pork
'CHICAGO UPI — A wellbd hog should be a welcome
addition to anyone's table,
even the diet conscious. So says
the secretary of the pork industry committee of the National Live Stock and Meat
Board.
Robert Nelson says the modern hog is just what the doctor
ordered for the weight watcher. It has more lean meat. and
protein and less fat and calories
than the hog of even 12 years
ago.
"As a matter of fact." says
Nelson, "pork today has 36 per
cent fewer calories and 57 per
cent less fat than food composition tables once indicated.
Pork products contain as much
. or more .. protein, as other
animal protein foods."
Homemakers aren't aware of
this. Nelson says. He cited a
national consumer survey conducted by the Meat Board and
the U.S. Department of Asriculture which showed housewives consider pork to be fat,
wasty, hard to digest and a
food to be avoided in warns
weather or for weight, reducing.
Research has shown, Nelson
adds, that pail* is.nearly 100
per cent digestible; is as acceptable in weight reducing
diets and for warm weather
eating as other protein foods.

e
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10,000 Cars in stock means
$1,000,000 in savings to buyers here.
With '69 just around the corner, we've
got to move 'em out. That means great
savings for you on your choice of Ford
LTD's, XL's, Wagons, Fairlane Torinos,
Falcons and America's favorite sporty

We mean business...come save today!

Parker Motors, Inc.
Murray, Ky.

111
4..„

•4

•
wo

*440E04

car, Mustang. Beautiful buys—
but shop now while the selection is
best. Hurry! We're-dealin' fast!

Kitot Y..attoe• Syntio etc

^

:FO
Fr
;
Ro'ga

'16

Toss slivered cooked lamb
with washed and torn greens
'lightly sprinkled with bottled
Roquefort salad dressing. Use
stuff raw tomatoes.

Coat 'Plant Crunchy
Pan-fried eggplant has
crunchy coating. Sift together
i/3 cup each of enriched corn
meal and sifted all purpose
flour, 34 teaspoon of salt and 14
tee:gesso -of pepper. Stir in 1/4
cup of grated parmesan cheese.
Combine 1 beaten egg 'and 2
tablespoons Ci-f water. -Cue 1
2-pound eggplant into 1s inch
slices: roll in breading. Dip int*
egg -mixture, then roll again in
Pan-fry in butter
breading
over .medium heat, about 5
minutes per side. Turn only
()nee Niftier,g

the International Amphitheatre in Chicago, that
THE DEMOCRATS ARE COOLING IT
is. Here workmen prepare to hoist air conditioning apparatus to the ceiling for the National Convention opening Aug. 25. The units have a cooling capacity of 400,000 tons.
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Guthrie-Wrye Vows To Be Read

()col It

When Home
At The Range

Dessert Bridge
Given In Honor
Of Bride-elect

Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Mary Keys
of quick
Russell, bride-elect of George
PR A "BONNIE good cook you know, are masters
cookery. They also know the
Shaw, was the special planned
1 and learn how to make a
'
1secrets of delicately and tastedessert bridge party held at the
fast getaway from a hot spot
fully combining foods for colhome of Miss Karen Green of
(the kitchen, in. simmer-v sumor. texture and flavor. Thus
Hickman.
mer weather But don't sacnShrimp and Rice is blessed
flee goodness in your haste
The gracious hostesses for
with these Oriental attributes
It's not necessary as today's
the bridal occasion held on
of Speed and beauty.
recipes for a marvelous main
I uesday evening, July 23, were
•The range as on just
dish and a super dessert inand Miss Anna
M LIS Green
briefly for this one-dish meal.
dicate.
Hickman
of
both
Greer,
which is made with enriched
•The main dish is OrienThe bride-elect chose to wear
further
Save
rice
pre-cooked
as
Chinese.
The
d
tal-inspire
• brown and black plaid voile
s-line dress featuring a large
white collar with a black tie.
..cr actenaries were in brown v
The hostesses presented Miss
:ussell with a lovely corsage of
daisies trimmed with net and
lilies of the valley.
•
Mrs. A. W. Russell, mother
• the bride-elect, wore a green
oit dress with a yellow and
range scarf. The groom-elect's
ni_ther, Mrs. James G. Shaw, it
ware an orange and beige strip.
ped cotton dress.
The guests were seated d
Dream Whip
tables covered with lovely
card
teams
a
from
mix,
made
D
,
FLUFF11 WHIPPE TOPPINC
linen cloths and cenhandmade
Souffle
Date
Frozen
with fruit and cream cheese to make
tered with arrangements of daisies and baby's breath. The.
dates and nuts.
FROZEN DATE SOUFFLE
desd a delicousrW
hustesses se
topping
whipped
Prepare'
CI'PS
coffee.
with
sert
8
on
oz.
as
mix
pkg
directed
package.
cream
1
the guests had been
A
Blend into cheese mixture.
cheese, softened
enjoyed playing
they
12
or
10
Spoon mixture into
a, c maple-blended syrup
bridge.
MISS KATHY LYNN OUT141419
large paper baking cups which
1 tbsp. lemon juice
The bride-to-be was presenthave been set in muffin pans.
1 c. mashed banana
th a water goblet from
filling each two-thirds full.
can crushed
1 18% o&
ed with
for her wedding to Joe Thomas Wrye.
Freeze firm 6 hours.
her chosen pattern of crystal._
pineapple, drained
Miss
is
Guthrie
the
of
youngest
daughter
Mrs.
OnMildred
served'
Urunold on pineapple slices;
Assisting the hostesses in
• c. finely chopped dates
tarn and the late Dub Guthrie of Hazel.
garnish with cherries.
c. chopped pecans
serving were their mothers,
Mr.
Wrye is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Wrye of 513
Note:- If desired, spoon mix1 envelope whipped
Mrs. Floyd Green and Mrs.
South Fourth Street, Murray.
ture into a 6-cup ring mold
topping mix
James Greer.
The bride-elect is a 1,068 graduate of Calloway County High
and freeze overnight. For
Fresh or canned sliced
Those present were Mrs. Jerlonger storage in freezer. un- SchooL
pineapple
ry Graham, Mrs. James Greer,
mold and wrap well. Small
Combine cream cheese,
Wrye attended Murray High School and is now eat Mrs. Fay Bolin, Miss Kathy
molds may be stored in their
syrup, lemon juice and banana
ployed at Guthrie's Clean-up Shop.
Green, Miss Kim Green. Min
paper liners, well wrapped.
in bowl, beat with rotary
September 15, at Sandra Stokes, Mrs. Floyd
14 tn.t. Rice
Sunday,
on
place
tikke
will
ing
The•wedd
Molds may be stored frozen
beater or electric mixer until
Green, Mrs. Jim Shaw, Miss MeCOLOR, TEXTURE AND FLAVOR make Shrimp and Rice
t
blended. Stir in pineapple, for several weeks.
three o'clock in the afternoon at the South Pleasant Grove Me lanie Boyd, Miss Trudy Lilly,
appetizing The time-saving ingredient is pre-cooked rice.
thodist Church.
Miss Nancy Sanger, Min Jane
All friends and relatives are invited to the wedding.
Voorebees, Miss Melinda Travis,
Mrs. Fred Stokes, the honoree
Cal., seele sod
the mothers, and the hostesses
t reply write to AbliN Box 01760, Los Angeles
-.or
midget a stamped, self-addressed envelope
ies, and nuts were served from Vitamin-filled
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
•
Grilled tomato - ham-cheese
the
beautifully appointed table
BOX
ABBY.
TO
HATE TO WRITE LETTERS? SEND $1
Permanent press shirts have
L
cloth and sandwiches are rich in vitagold
a
with
covered
BOOKLET.
centered with a gorgeous ar- mins A and C. Butter 8 slices a more durably smooth flnish
P end. LOS ANGELES. CAL. maw FOR ABBY'S S."
I "NOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR ALL OCCASION
rangement of white gladioli of white bread. Slice 4 me- than the original wash and
dium-sized tomatoes. Arrange wear. The permanent press 6
and daisies.
1 slice of boiled ham, tomato shirt seams will not pucker if
hospitthe
in
included
Those
Evan, of St. Louis, Mo., Mr. and
and 1 slice of process they were smooth at the time
slices
J.
Charles
Mrs. Donald Bell and daughter, ality were Mrs.
cheese on 4 bread the shirt was purchased,
American
P. Russell, Mist
• • •
April, of Martin, Tenn., Mr. and White, Mrs. W.
with remaining
Top
slices.
and son, Bob- Trudy Lilly, Miss Melanie Boyd, bread. Melt a small amount of
Conley'
of fabric comtwo
The
types
Tom
KoeMrs.
K.
William
Mrs.
Mr and
California, Mr. Miss Gail Russell, Miss Shirley butter Ok margarine in large monly used for sheets and pilnecke. 501 S Washington Street, by, of Burbank,
Miss
Hosick,
I.
J.
Mrs.
Cochran,
Lewis Bell of Afton,
k sandwiches in low-cases are. muslin and perDuQuoin, III, announce t h e and Mrs.
Gre- skillet— a marine over me- cale. Although percale sheets
Mrs. Otto White of Bat- Cappie Beale, Mrs. Robbie
butter
birth of their first child, a Mo.,
Mrs.
Harris,
til lightly brown- tend to be more expensive
Mich., Mr. and Mrs gory, Mrs. James
chum
daughter, Lynne Anne, born tle Creek,
City, Tenn., Bob Young, Miss Dinah Cherry,' ed on both sides. Makes 4 serv- than muslin, they wear better
Union
of
Bell
am
Joe
10
11at
2/,
July
Saturday,
less ings.
over the years.
of Oklaho- Miss Jeanne Maddox,
The baby weighed five pounds Mrs. A. R. Preston
PAW. AMNIA 2
Nancy Hulett, Miss Sandell
Dr
and
,
Oklahoma
18'.
City,
ma
measured
ten ounces and
The Senior Citizens Club win'
Dade, Miss Nancy Berry, Mu
inches.. Mrs. Koenecke was the sad Mrs. Mercer and daughter Anna Greer, Miss Gail Seaver%
meet at the Community Center
Murray.
former Marcia Burpoe of Ken. Melissa, of • • •
at one p.m for a potluck lunthe honoree, her mother, and
tucky. Her husband is a chemcheon Mrs. Virgie Clark mid
the hostesses.
•••
istry instructor at DuQuoin
Miss Johnnie Mallon will he
Township High School. Materthe hostesses.
Cover marred or scratched
•••
nal grandparents are Rec. and
furniture spots by rubbing with
Mrs. R. J. Burpoe of GilbertsSehanday, Avows* 3
walnut-,kernel.
ville, formerly of Murray. The
The Murray Squar-A-NMets
Miss Mary Keys Russel;
Mrs.,
is
er
grandmoth
Shaw
paternal
p.m.
eight
will have a dance at
whose wedding to George
Alice Koenecke, Carbondale.' will be an event of August 24,
at the Fine Arts Building. Ger('Of CORP.LCT
teaching
the
on
IR_ who was
ald Flaherty of Tell City, Ind.,
was the honoree at a delight
staff at ?clumsy' State Univer- fully planned Coke party held
will be the guest caller. Ail
I
sity for four years. The baby's at the beautiful home of Mrs
square dancers up invited.
•••
only aunt, Mrs. Jerry B. Mc- Maurice Humphrey.
,OR Nit.Fir
DA'
Nutt, is a resident of Murray
/woodsy, Amami
The event was held on MonRoute Five.
five.
to
four
Twilight golf will be held at
from
22,
July
day.
•••
the Calloway County Country
thirty o'clock in the afternoon
C,01.11114 cv
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey and with Mrs. Humphrey, Mrs. H. T.
Club at four p.m with Dr and
rechildren, Billy and Janet,
Griffin
Ann
Mrs. Lotus C. Ryan as golf
Miss
Waldrop, and
turned home Tuesday after a being the gracious hostesses lar
hosts Mr and Mrs. Vernon Caand
Houston
in
vacation
week's
hoon will be hosts for the potthe bridal occasion.
of
Dallas. Texas, and other points
luck supper.
The bride-elect chose to wear
•••
yelenroute
pale
1%, ilt,Ark•
a
.
a•
Mut,
trousseau
her
from
•••
Monday, Atimest 5
linen dress trimmed with
low
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Speegle braided buttons of the same
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
and son. Mike, of Roswell, New material. She was presented
First Baptist Church WKS will
Mexico, are the guests of their with a corsage of daisies by the
meet at the home of Mrs. Codis
parents, Mrs Pauline Speegle, hostesses.
Caldwell at 730 p.m.
•••
North 16th Street, and Mr. and
Mrs A. W. Russell, moths:
SERVICES
Mrs. Verble Taylor, New Con- of the bride-eelct. was attired
The Kathleen Jones Circle of
Farmer Ave at N. 17th St
cord Road. The Speegle family in a blue and black checked
the First Baptist Church WKS
of
Murray, Kentucky
graduation
the
for
a
here
and
Is
dress
Mies
of
home
at
the
will meet
two piece cotton
their daughter and sister, Miss hostesses' gift corsage of daisSunday at 11:00 a.m. and
Lorene Swann at 7 15 p.m.
•••
Carolyn Speegle, from Murray ies.
Wednesday at 1:66 p.m.
State University today.
presented
was
Titemisy, Averse 6
bride-to-be
ALL WELCOME —
The
—
• • •
Murray Assembly No. 10 Oran orange enameled cof- The Bible Speaks to You
with
Mathis
Mr and Mrs. Damon
der of the Rainbow for Girls
fee pot with four matching cups
and daughters. Cindy and Deb- as wedding gift from the hoe.
Station WNBS - 1340 KC
will hold its regular meeting it
bie. and son, Glen, have return- teases.
Sunday at 8:15 a.m. the Masonic Hall at seven pat
•••
ed home after a vacation to
Refreshments of sodas, cook
Cumberland Falls and other
The Annie Armstrong Circle
points in Eastern Kentucky. the
—of the First Baptist Church
MISS WANDA MAR ST111111A&T
Great Smoky Mountains NationWSW will meet at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Norry Younger Stewart of Robeline. Louisis- al Park, and The Hermitage at
at
p.m.
7:30
Scott
MIL Robert
to
Mae
Wanda
of
t
damegliter.
their
aa, announce the engagemen
•••
Nashville, Tenn.
—
• • •
Phone 753-12111
Is,. Michael Anthony'Reward, son at 111f. and Mrs. Sheraton
The Woman's Society of
of
Borders
Kirksey.
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Christian Service of the Mt
ifflasn't Be Mel
The bride-elect is a graduate of Robeline High School and
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or
United Methodist Church wig
State College, where she is a member
meet at the chapel at ten am. a senior at North Western
and president of the Town Associated Wo•
with the executive board most. of the Euthenics Club
men
Students.
int at 0:15--san.
Rev. Howard is a graduate of Calloway Couity High School,
•••
attended Trevecca Nazarene College at Nashville. Tennessee,
WaCemodsutimuoil7.
me descendants of the lets
Bible College, in Colorado Springs,
Murray Asistiads No. 19 Or. and also attended Nazarene
Mr. and Mrs F. W. Bell of
der of the Rabb* for Girls Col.
The wedding will be an event of August 23rd at Friendship Union City, Tenn.. held a tam.
will have its Untssetion and ote
thy reunion at the home of Dr.
of the Nazarene, Robeline, Louisiana.
Church
et
twist visit of Sherrie Tarter
Phone 752-2621
506 W. Main Street
Friends and relatives are invited through this medium to and Mrs. Charles W. Mercer and
Somerset, Grand worthy &daisloveMelissa,
at
their
at
of
the
daughter,
home
the
following
reception
and
ceremony
the
attend
or, and Mrs Lorraine Payee,
ly home on Dudley Drive, Mur• ELMER 8ROL4R
supreme charity of the Interim- 3ride•lect's parents.
ray, on Saturday, July 27.
tional Order of the Rainbow foe
• JOHN BAKER
for
This was the first time
Gasoline" front
Girls, at the Masonic Hall at
of
• IVAN RUDOLPH
Best
.
.
.
Service
In
nuts Turn only once Place a the family to be together for I "The Rest
6 30 p.m. A potluck 'upper will
• GrARALD BOYD
years.
en
Cold
and
Hot
twenty-sev
of
firth ice cream
spoonful
be served.
• LEROY BENNETT
.• •
The Mercers served the noon
For a summer_ dessert treat. across the center of each baked
753-9131
• LESTER WORKMAN
try peanutparirake ice cream pancake: roll up Serve with meal to the twenty-four persons
Jerry's Restaurant - Phone
from
ACrOss
Suede,. Awnwe°II
roll-ups Place 1 cup each of yo.iir favorite sundae topping present for the day of fellowChest Stamps
• DEWEY B. ORR
Treasure
Give
We
•
n
MeCuisto
The annual reunion of the
Ms
Pancake - mix end milk. 1 egg
• DOUG STALLS
Vineon relatives will be hold and I tabk•spoOti bf melted or — Makes 4 servings.
• • •
Those present were Mrs.
• FRANCES JONES
at the Ken Lake pavilion A :Iouid s'nortening• in ..a bowl
present Brooksie Mayer of Dresden,
CBS next season will
basket dinner will be spread at stir liahtiv until- batter is tufbased on Tenn, Julian -Mayer of Mutspecial
-hour
one
Soon All friends are welcome o- smooth Usine about S, cup a
Nicolat Galas "Diary of a freesboro. Tenn., Mrs. Feldon
•••
batter for each pancake, pour Madman" done in the form of
of Union City, Tenn, Mr.
Artcarred
crease
batter onto hot, lightly
French ac- Bell
To keep bacon f rod curling sriddle Before turning pan- a' Monodrama with
and Mrs Royce Bell of MemRings
star
the
Diamond
as
cold
Cowin°
in
first
Rover
tor
wftigi ft-sing dip
,phis, Tenn . Mr and Mrs Bill
cakes. sprinkle each with about
appeared in It in an offwater..and drain on paper
He
and
and
children. Phillip
tablespoon of chopped pea- iirrmdway theater ta'st winter Hecht
towel
.
a
by 104/1 O'SULLIVAN
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tone ts, using cooked shrimp
iavailable at many supermarkets I or even large-size canned
shrimp and use planned-over
green beans cooked a night or
two ahead in extra quantity
for another meal.
• With this main dish.
serve a cold soup, a crimp
salad, iced tea and a new desBert Frozen Date Souffle
Cups, a rich and creamy combination of fruit, nuts, and.
cream cheese blended into
fluffy whipped made-from-amix topping
SHRIMP AND RICE
2 tbsp butter
1 clove garlic (optional'
1 c. chopped onions
c. packaged enriched
pre-cooked rice
14 c, cooked cut green
beans
1% c. cooked shrimp*
2 c. water
1 tsp. salt
- 24 tan PePPer
c. shredded lettuce
, Soy sauce 'optional ,
Note. •31. pound fresh
c
shrimp makes about 1 L
cooked shrimp. Or use ,1 or 2
small cans of the large-size
shrimp.
Melt butter in large skillet
or saucepan. Add garlic clove
and onions Saute until tender.
bat not browned_ Remove garlic.
Add rice, green b ea ns,
shrimp, water, salt, pepper.
Mix just to moisten all rice.
Bring quickly to a boil over
high heat. Cover; remove from
heat. Let the mixture stand 5
minutes.
Just before serving. add
shredded lettuce Toss together lighUy. using 7 forks.
Serve with soy sauce.
Makss about 6 cups or 4 to
6 servings
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25, looks.]
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PERSONALS

Stewart-Howard Engagement

SHOW'S

Humphrey Home Is
Scene Of Parity
For Miss Russell

Auto Repair

iME and
IEMPt KA i LIRE

1AL 753-6363
PEOPITS HANK

Offer these services to their many
friends and customers for safer
driving:

MOTOR TUNE-UP

on all makes . . .
we use SUN Equipment

HRISTIAN MENG

MARK IV AIR CONDITIONER

HEART A'
study of
who, wit
geons. h

DON'T WILT AND SIMMER . . .
keep cool and calm

heart t
'Luke's

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SERVICE
on all makes

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT

WALLIS DRUG -

wheel Balancing

-

MOTOR WORK

I Mercer Home Is
Scene Of Family
Reunion Satcrday

Murray Loan Co.

MONEY HEADQUARTERS

1

. . all kinds, all makes.

Starter
Generator
• Brake Service

WILL DO ANY REPAIR

SERVICE
, 641 SUPER SHELL

Cook's Jewelry
:uait:Thae. 500 MAIN STREET
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ther sex. Now look for another
"neutral" color—"cloud mist."
a pale green. It all started
when Mrs. Edna Miller, Infants
wear buyer for a natitinal
chain of variety stores, spotted
a pair of soft, misty green mittens in a Toronto store. It was
time, she decided, that parents
nal
By United Press Internatio
and other doting relatives had
Used ,to be, in the nursery a chance to break from the
for
department, it was pink
radltional infant co/grs. Why
girls, blue for boys. Then along lot create infant fashions In
eifor
e
Mze appropriat
came

FASHIoNETTES

courtesy
ary Keys
if George
I planned
eld at the 4
Greets of

eases for
held on
, 23, were
iss Anna
n.
se to wear
olaid voile
g a large
black tie.
in brown u
nted Min
corsage of
net and

She vignt to
the misty color'
manufacturers and
numerous
and make up
got them to dye
wardrobe in the
entire
baby's
from flancolor in everything kimonos to
and
nellete gowns
blankets to
booties to receiving
think,"
waterproof pants -I
reporting on
says Mrs. Miller,
color, "we
reception of the new
of the pink
have seen the end
and blue tradition."
Co.).
08. H. Kress

Snippy Ways
Save Clan Cash
SIKESTON. Mo. (UPII —
Mrs. Naomi Davis loves to grow
flowers and cut hair. Her two
sons now in the military service never before had gone to a
barber.
"I cut Jimmy's hair until two

'from now on you trim.'" Mrs.
years ago, and Jerry's hair unDavis
Davis recalled. "I even cut my
til one year ago." Mrs.
son-in-law's hair."
said.
Mrs. Davis used to trim the
Son Jimmy is 21 years old,
aboard a U.S. Coast Guard hair of two daughters.
"But, now, they're married
cutter. Son Jerry. is 20, staand they go to the beauty partioned at Pt. Myer. Va.
lor," she said
Mrs. Davis learned to barber
Davis is a locksmith who adwhen Jimmy was eight-months
old and when haircuts had mits that his wife has saved -a
gone up from 75 cents to $1. bundle of cash giving hair"My husband, Marvin bought cuts." Mrs. Davis cuts her husa oair of hair clippers and said band's hair regularly, and their

six-year-old grandson is the
newest "free customer."
• • •
NBC's latest count on the
number of color video sets in
American homes is 15,270,000,
a gain of 48 per cent over a
year ago. NBC says this means
that 27 per cent of all television households have one or
more of the tinted instruments.
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*BIG SAVINGS on Every Size and Style!

had been
d playing

Sizes from 9.5 to 28 cubic feet!
Upright and Chest Types

al presentiblet from
of crystal._
;teases in
mothers,
and Mrs.

Mrs. Jet'
nes Greer,
Iss Kathy
reen. Miss
rs. Floyd
r, Miss Me'tidy
Miss Jane
ride Travis,
e honorce
hostemes

BEACH PEACH-- Lilia Semi:
25. looks like something out
of the Arabian Nights as she,
strolls along in Cesenatico,
'tidy. -displaying the latest
in beachwear a diaphanous
gown over a leather -bikiri.

quality
Our tremendous buying power has enabled us to purchase a trainload of finest
.We pass these
TempMaster freezers at considerable savings for this once-a-year sale.
is youi-best
ster
—TempMa
ability
dependi
savings on to you. For savings, quality and
Temp/At:4k
-packed
feature
freezer buy. Come in today and see our complete line of
freezers.

a

shirts have
ooth finish
wash and
sent press
t pucker if
It the time
lased.

..
Packed with Every Wanted Feature.Choic
e

rabric cornIs and pilq and per-ale sheets
expensive
'ear better

15 cu. ft. Chest or
12 Cu. ft. Upright
19 cu. ft. Chest or
15.5 cu. ft. Upright

Your

$19

9

86-290, 3_15

V

•

Your Choice

86-294, 3
17
$

Your Choice

23 cu. ft. Chest or
18.3 cu.ft. Upright
t
Huge 28 cu. ft. Ches
Price
toiSalxe
980-1b.
Capacity

•

$240

any

86 296 319

afar

86 29r
r
deUi

1
•••

HEART ATTACKER — A camera
. study of Dr. Denton Cooley,
of sur- - who, with- his team
-geons; has performed eight
heart' transplants in St.
:
Hospital in Houston.
Luke's
1

1
0

VICE

a
NO
MONEY
DOWN
A

0

UP TO
2 YEARS
'TO PAY

•

OLDEST WINNER of the Professional Golf t-hampionship.
Julius Boros, 48, winces a bit
on hi final- round in San
.Antonto. Tex , as a birdie
.̀
putt.just misses.

e. •
^

Every TempMaster features more capacity in less
floor space; new efficient foam insulation; removable baskets; light in lid; defrost drain; lock.
For your protection, each one carries our famous
5-yr. $200 food protection insurance at no cost.

•
••

•
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Marichal Wins 20th Game Of
Season Without Any Relief

Hendricks Is Making Habit
OfWinning Gamesfor Orioles

.)•

By JOE OREGON
UPI Sports Writer
There's no relief in sight for
Juan Marichahl, who is condlucting a one-man demonstrat-

innings because of rain. Chicago
tripped Houston 4-1 and San
Francisco blanked Los Angeles
many heads during wring tra- 2-0
BY PI" ALPAN°
UPI Sports Writer
Earl Weaver didn't turn

•
•

ining when he tabbed unknown
Rahman Wins It
Ellie Hendricks as a potential
Rookie Stan Bahnsen hurled
neartook
major leaguer and it
five perfect innings and yieldly two-thirds of the season, but. ed only three hits and Bill Robthe Cleveland Indians are fin- inson, subbing for Roy White,
ally taking notice.
drove tn the only run with a
Hendricks. a 27-year-old rook- seventh inning single as the
ie who beat the Indians Wed- Yankees edged Boston and Dave
nesday night with a two-run Morhead.
hemmer, came through with a
Ron Hansen, a strikeout victwo-run single in the ninth inn- tim in six previous official at
ing Thursday night off 17-game bats. connected for a grand
winner Luis Tiant to lead Bal- stam homer and Mike Epstein
timore to a 5-1 victory and and Bernie Allen hit two-run
move the Orioles to within six homers as the Senators blasted
games of front-running Detroit. Detroit behind the eight-bit pitHendricks, a native of the ching of Joe Coleman.
Virgin Islands. slammed 41 ho- Bob Allison drove in a pair
mers in the Mexican League of runs with a single and a
last season and than added 15 homer and Dean Chance, mak. his first relief appearance
more for the Puerto Rican win-. is
preserved Jim
ter league club managed by of`

•

•

&
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Cards Top PhIllies
Elsewhere, the St. Louis Cardinals tontinued to roll merrily tostard the pennant, besting Philadelphia 2-1 in a rainabbreviated contest, Pittsburgh
whipped Cincinnati 6-1, Atlanta defeated New York 4-2 and
Chicago topped Houston 4-1.
Washington humbled Detroit
9-3, Baltimore stunned Cleveland 5-1, New York shaded Bo.
ton 14 and Minnesota downed
Chicago 4-1 in American League
games.
Marichal, who achieved his
fifth 20-game season, appears
almost a sure bet to top his previous high of 25 victories end

Threat at Union Hill
Bob t'renstry and Gene Turnage's DIM Camaro has been dominating the A Stock class
the
at the Union Rig Drag Strip near Goodlettsville. Gene. the driver. takes time out before
in
Midseason championships set tomorrow and -Sunday. Double prise money will be offered
all classes plus a drawing each day of $lee to the lucky class drawn.

rates a strong chance to roach

90.
Marichal received all the batting support he needed from
Juan Marichal
Dick Dietz, who singled and
scored the Giants' first run in
ion to tan the bullpen.
the fourth and hit a 410-foot
Marichal, the tenacious right-

his present skipper, Weaver. , Perry's eighth victory as the
During the sprint, weaver.i1Nrins downed Chicago.
when a coach with the Orioles,
said of Hendricks: "I think he's
of major league caliber. he's(
strong and hell hit them out."'

Sports
only

t*"

••••

Little Action
Hendricks has played only
briefly this season, going 17-for68 for a .250 batting average,,
including seven homers.
His single followed a walk to:
,
Y1440tenj•••••
,
.`4110417424
:•3~444113 4
Frank Robinson :and a double!
FRIDAY, AUGUST 2
by Boog Powell off Tient. now
Hendricks scored o n 8:30-11 p.m — College All17-7
8.
eaCiaildintkL
Brooks Robinson's double and Star Football Game . . Cr.
Robinson eventually came aagesbarronsocoile
l',warsooproosous
3
AUGUST
SATURDAY,
cross on winning pitcher Dave
12:00-1 pm. — Car and Track By United Press International
McNally's sacrifice fly.
McNally scattered six hits, . Cr. 4
Motional League
while posting his 14th win of
W. L. Pct. GB
l'igBaseball
—
the season against eight losses., 14 p.m.
71 36 .664
Louis
St.
4.
In other American League! ers vs. Twins . . C.h
56 51 523 15
Atlanta
action. New York edged Boston
53 49 .520 15's
Cincinntai
4-5 p.m. — Western Open
1-0, Washington olugged De55 52 .514 16
Chicago
defeat4.
Cr.
Minnesota
Golf
and
troit 9-3
San Fran. 53 52 .505 17
ed Chicago 4-1 in the only other
52 54 491 1814
Pittsburgh
of
4-5:30 pm. — Wide World
games scheduled.
Philadelphia 48 56 .462 21'es'
In the National League, At- Sports
. Cr. &
2
,
49 50 _454 22'
York
lanta topped New York 44.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 4
Pittsburgh beat Cincinnati 15-1,
St. Louis edged Philadelphia 22-4 p.m Sorer San Diego vs.
1 in a game shortened after 7% Kansas City.

CLAUDE VAUGHN
Plumbing lin-eating-Co.
Authorized
FEDDERS
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING

Sales & Service
li Ten through 20 Ton
MURRAY. KY.
753-6168
501 N. 4th ST.

23 consecutive complete games
In that innocent year, the MIDI
one in which Bill Dinneen of
Boston established the major
league standard of 37.

bander of the San Francisco
Giants, became the National
League's first 30-game IT/Inner
Thursday night when he mowed down the Los Angeles Dodgers 2-0 on three hits. ----But, even more signifleaMtly
in this era of the relief Specialist. the Dominican star pitch-

Baseball's Top 10

New
Los Angeles 47 59 .443 23':
.
45 61 .42,5 2.54
Holliston
Thursday's Results
Atlanta 4 New York 2
Chicago 4 Houston 1
Pits. 8 Cincinnati 1, twilight
St. L. 2 Phila 1, 7 1-3 inns., rain
San Fran. 2 Los Ang 0. night
Friday's Probable Pitchers
All Times EDT
Cincinnati Culver 9-9 at Atlanta Jarvis 10-8. 8 p.m.
Chicago Holtzman 7-7 -et
Louis Jester 8-6, 9 pm
Philadelphia James 3-4
Houston Dierker 9-10. 8:30 p.m
New York Seaver 9-7 at Los;

It
•01:

NATIONAL LIIAOVII
1
'
:
M Pct
11 Fd.JPMVI4 Clets
14 341 32 114 .334
Pen
.297
SI 362 62 120 .331
.21$ See C."
102 )*7
94 in 03 124 .316
VP 313 52 92 • .29 ,A.Johnles Can
rnSer *Sti
1(''iarreisort
U
104 434 40 133 .310
91 360 45 105 .712; F1030 OIL
e Ma
,(1 V,nemst
01
.
'5344 21 112 .X10 3
• 316 SY 91
51*
'OS 39S 37 III "04
97 349 30 9,1 .211C Stet. 1411,
796
te 324 21
911 367 47 154 .11314144! LA
Was
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94 366 4$ /OS .295
110 2.0 311 101 211'L.MaY
Whits N•
135 •Z7 44 121 39'
33/1 49 PI .20/31F Abu AM
2111
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100 311 4017* .241W444 Pen
tii
W.1411risn
iclis Cpsi
Aaer
Peansit Ryas
Saws
San Frec
nisca 25, It.411en.
-carer
46c
1
ineasii. V. W Horton. onnageton4. 22; H.Aarien. Attain'. 10,
isve
F $I44. Wit
Defeat lei K Harrelson. 130ston. 2S,
San Francisca, 19, Banks. Ch'cons.'
POW•11. "..'.
111;
Oateing,
R.Jaalkaan.
'4 SlareelL Pltiaborlh. 11
17•51010re, Ie.
Rum SOW is
y.:Co.er. San French** 45, 0 A1Io1.,
Rona Salted le
Atlanta. 60.
g Howard.whiladatorila. 60;
7,.
Boston.
K Harrelson,
Banks. Chicago. SI,
II.Aaras'
4, Powell. balthnore, 6.1 puree cIncinnati, $111;
Washington. ,
NorNeve. CH•roa. V; W Horton. Detroll.rwise, Chicago, SI; Hart. San Francisco,
S'
10.
Plechiag
liNclowe
10 Otockilass
14 Decislessi
024
19-4.
francnos.
San
Allartchal.
71•1011
VI
21-3.
Detroit.
Atig_ain. _
IOC Washburn
Clelisland. 1744. .739; WrIsht. Cauteritia, 140011. Cn.cago.
7011; St Laois, 10-3. .709; Blass. Pittsburgh, 1-1
7-3. .700; Jahn. Chicago. 7-3.
IS-S.
110
l 750, Gibson,. SCLouls.
Sailtbee, 1304140. 11 .02
ANISIVICAN
Planer ChM
Akonder Oak

1

ed his 16th consecutive complete game and moved to within seven of a league mart set
just after the turn of the ceia.
tury in 1904.
John W. Taylor of St. Louis
set the modern NL record of

WRITES FIRST TIME-EVERY TIME

49c
ledger it Times
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103 No. 4th 153-1916
Gale Garrison; Mgr.

THIS IS A BEAUTWUL FARM AND VERY
DuCTIVE, CONSISTING Of 351 39 ACINIS
LEVEL TO GENTLY ROLLING LAND TWIN IS
AMOK 225 ACRES Of COON IN PlIODUCDON PIOW MOUT 300 ACRES Of ROW
CROP LAND TOTAL FARM HAS RUNNING
A LAKE
WATER, 2 SPRINGS, POND

FT. TOOL SHED
MORTGAGES THAT CAN PROBABLY BE ASSUMED BY PRIOR ARRANGEMENT ARE, S32,00000 WITH PRODUCTION CREDIT AT PARIS,
TENN. AND $2400000 WITH FARMER'S HOME ADMINISTRATION

REAL ESTATE WILL BE SOLD PROMPTLY AT 200 P.

All Times EDT
California Murphy 2-4 and
Clark 1-10 at Boston Lonborg.
1-3 and Pizarro 3-2 2, 5 30 p.m_
Detroit Lolich 7-7 at Minnesota Merritt 6-12, 9 p m
' vs.
Washington Pascual 9-5
Chicago John 7-3 at Milwaukee,
8:30 p.m.
Oakland Dobson 8-11 at Cleveland Williams 8-5 7•30 p.m.
• Baltimore Bunker 1-0 at Nes
York
Saturdays Games
Detroit at 'Minnesota
Wash. at Chicago 2. twi-night
Oaktand-st Cleveland. night
Baltimore at New York
Calif. at Boston 2. day-night

— Merry.
bild Noel have birthdays
on Christmas Eve They were
born on Dec 24. 1966
Merry, Chris and Noel are
leopards at the St Louis Zoo
...,

Alou. Atlanta [irises. outfielder,
scores as'New York Mets' catcher Jerrs (;rote turns to chase
an errant throw by third baseman Kevin eollins at Shea
Stadium. Braves woo 4-2

r

•sss.OUas.Iiasea. amma.

mimis

sfryict. rosir

jai/ Aexts
Afes,

a Loss

Oansuelnini0411M6

•

mum' -

HIGH DRUM - HAS PICKED 3 SEASONS

(C) 1960 - 1161 FORD DIESEL
11) 2 ROW CULTIVATOR - SPRING SHANK (V DISK - 3 PT.
HITCH - 6 FT HARMAN°, 13) FRONT ENO LOADER FREEMAN; (4) SIJSSOILER; (5) CYCLONE SEEDER (NEW).

I

-Deer. Automatic trans'04 PONTIAC Tempest Custom 4

mission, V-II Local car, low mileage
Power steering and
'44 OLDS IS 4-Deor Station Wagon.
air. one-owner local car. Sharp as a Mier.
brakes,
o
power and air. OM'III OLDS 96 4-Door Hardtop. Pull
owner local car Slick as a bound's tooth!
air It's a
o .rs3 OLDS IPS Luxury Sedan. Full power and
,
Dandy!
straight shift Shea
/ '62 CHEVROLET Impala.6 -cylinder,
wide!
o
knee deep in rubber, all wool and a yard
1
Sharp!
12 OLDS IS 4-Door Sedan. Power steering.
Sedan Power steering
-Door
4
CHRYSLER
Saratega
'GI
0
er load
and brakes. automatic tranarnon One-own
mole!
a
a.s
Slick
oar.
o *4 ENGLISH FORD Station Wagon. 4-Eipeed. 4-cylinder,
4-Door Runs on fumes' 30 miles to a Fr11110111

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE!
Reduced.
is. All New Cars Greatly
n
UP TO S1,000 DISCOUNT.
s
1 '

i

SANDERS-PURD0t4

'
Murray, Ky.

CULTIVATOR, 4 ROW - SPRING SHANK 10-4, (3) DISKAMCO 10", FT MARDIAN°, 141 495-A CORN IstANTER
KAHN SPRAY RIG TRAILER TYPE, (5) GRAIN DRILL MODEL
12 HOLE; 16) 1961 MAYBAILER 14-T, 171
11-VAN
SIDE DELIVERY RAKE, 41 MOWER - NO 9 - 7 FT BLADE
MEW); (9) ROTARY HOE - 4 ROW, (10) 2 SECTION HARROWS - FT. - 10 FT

(1111963 JOHN DEERE COTTON PICKER ::99

your service needs, see . . .

Bill Wilsori.

(A) 1964 JOHN DEERE 4020 DIESEL
(1) PLOW, 5-14" FLAT BOTTOM 'REAMS F-145, 121

NEW YORK —

I

Holcomb Chevrolet, Inc:

1486 Main Street
4111M• ••M• ANO• •11111..
•

•

FARMING EQUIPMENT

Run for Felipe

Phone 753-5311
4MIND. AMP.n

CARR

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

C

a-4

WAGON HOIST,
CATAPIUAR 7U31617 WITH AGRICULTURE TOOL BAR, 1000 BUSHEL GRAIN BIN, META&
FLOOR, 7 YR OLD SADDLE MARL SADDLE & BRIDLE,
AND MANY, MANY OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO
MENTION

1I

USE ONLY GM. ORIGINAL PARTS

for 411

FARM HAS 6 ROOM, 1", STORY HOME, 2 G000 STOCK BARNS 72

53 51 .510 1114
Oakland
New York 40 52 .485 14
49 54 476 15
Minnesota
48 55 466 16
California
45 56 446 18
Chicago
Washington 3'7 84 366 26
Thursday's Games
Minnesota 4 Chicago 1
New York 1 Boston 0, night
Baltimore 5 Cleveland 1. night
Washington 9 Detroit 3, night
Only games scheduled
Today's Probable, Pitchers

FREE AIR CONDITIONER INSPECTION

753-5.245
iliteray, Hy.
LARGE VOLUME '-w ,LOW raornr
"Service Built Our Illudnesti"
IT WILL PAY YtXT TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAA

the Thomas Lipp* Farm, located four miles east of Puryaar, tea nalia north
School,
, ten miles from Kentucky Lake, two males from Buchanan PI
attneseee State Highway 140.

American League
W. L. Pct. GB
65 40 .819
Detroit
58 45 563
Baltimore
58 49 .542 8
Cleveland
.
53 49 .520 10,
Boston

•

PARKER FORD INC.

AT

Chicago at St. Louis
Philadelphia at Houston. night
New York at Los Angeles

Offering our . . .

Yor

AT. AUGUST 104968- - 1:00 P.M

Francisco McCormick 7-12, 11
p.m.
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati at Atlanta, night ,

GOING ON VACATION?
Let Us Safety Check Your Car!

2

AUCTION!

Angeles Eekich 1-5, 11 p.m.
Pittsburgh Veale 9-9 at San

Spot This
ST.-LOUIS I UPI I

Y011 TARS NO
CE wit=
TRADE WITH . .

PAGE SEVE

eal Estate & Farming Equipmen

Pittsburgh at San Francisco

We have the new
BIC CLIC
RETRACTABLE
REFILLABLE
pocket pen

Y — AUGUST 2,1968
homer in the alzth off loser •
Don DryscLale, now 12-9.
Roger Marts collected three
hits and Steve Carlton set down
the Phillies on two hits in pitching the Cards to their fourth
straight victory in a game halted by rain in the top of the
eighth inning. Mario singled across the Cards' first run in
the third and his single set up
the decisive rim in the sixth.
Reds Deep Back
The Pirates dropped the Reds
into third place, 1614 games off
the pace, as Willie Stargell
blasted a three-run homer and
Elroy Face choked off a ninthinning rally. Face preserved
Tommie Siak's fifth triumph in
eight decisions by retiring Tony
Perez and Tommy Helms on infield grounders with two on •
and one out in the ninth.
Cecil Upahaw replaced Jim
Britten with none out in the
first Inning and pitched fourhit hall over nine innings as
the Braves moved beck into
second place, 15 games out. Upshow entered the game after
Britton yielded two runs and
failed to retire a Met batter.
Ban Santo delivered a pair of
run-scoring singles and Don
Ressinger had three hits and scored twice as the Cubs posted •
their 20th victory in the last 27
games. Joe Niekro, 114, sot
the win.

n't miss this opportunity to buy good form land and equipment
our own price
.
'
EVERYTHING SOLD REGARDLESS OF PRICE!
Terms of Sole will be Cash on all Forming Equipment
erms on Real Estate will be 1000 of Purchase Price day of sole wit
days to complete transaction.

LM

SALE CONDUCTED BY

OWNER:
*MR. & MRS. 1140MAS LIPPS

RED BALL REALTY 8. AUCTION CO
AUCTIONEERS FRANK NANCE & PRANK NANCE
DIAL 901 642-4274 — PANE, TENNESSEE

112

3436

If you aren't interested moil or pass me on to someone who might be MIAS'
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The American Rifleman magazine for August had
this editorial on registration. The title of the editorial
was "Registration of Plumbing Materials May Come
Next":
"The above object is ordinary pipe.
"It is also, on occasion, a .38 caliber singleshot pistol.
"It can be made by almost anyone, with hardly any
tools, in a few minutes from material readily available
from plumbing supply and hardware stores. It is even
simpler to construct than a zip gun, as it does not need

•
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In the
fourngs as
k hito
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is and
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pair of
Don 6
is and
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last 27
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RIM

FINS
'N
FEATHERS

any spring or actuating mechanism.
''This 'deadly weapon' bears no maker's name.
"It has no serial number.
"If used to commit a crime, it yields no ballistic
characteristics that can be traced. Being only a piece
of pipe without rifling—a 'smoothbore'—it leaves no
identifiable land and groove marks on a bullet fired

G•Ile Garr' son

through it.
"After being fired once, it can be taken apart instantly, it then becomes nothing but anonymous pipe.
"In revealing all this, we are not imparting a secret
to criminals. They already know of such devices as this,
and so do police These 'pipe guns' can be made up in
various sizes as large as a 12 ga. shotgun. Criminals and
others have been making them for many years.
"Perhaps your answer is to control the ammunition
that goes into such pipe guns. If so, you should realize
that this is about as easy as controling individual cigarettes, nails, or gasoline, the kind of gas that goes either
Into car tanks or molotov cocktails.
"It is impossible to put a serial number on every bit
of amunition made. Even if it were, that would be a
greater challenge to those who want to break the law.
Black powder can be made in any high school chemistry
laboratory. It often is.
"What we are saying here is in effect what the National Rifle Association has been saying all along: what
needs to be controlled is the criminal impulse in people,
not inanimate objects like guns or a plain piece of
pipe."

Carl Hansford Doran and his six pound white cat that he caught
on redworms near Eggner's Ferry Bridge.

Local News
Carl Hasford Doran cf Browns Grove, who is just 10.
years old, caught a 6 pound White Cat while fishing near
Eggner's Ferry Bridge. He was using redworms when he
came up with the nice fish.
Carl is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Doran. Henry
Is the one who keeps the Post Office lawn and hedge
looking so nice, he is also the one that brought in all
other day.
those nice tomatoes to the office the
•*,

mpt1Is, Tenrxessea, caught
Eierrnon_C._Qtggi_AI,
bass while on vacation
largemouth
a 6 pound 8 ounce
may not seem too great
this
Now
Lake.
here at Kentucky
a feat, until you find out,that he is only eight years old.
Hermon was fishing in the boat channel at the lakeside home of Grayson McClure, of Taylor Motors, who is
a sponsor of the Fins 'N Feathers page.
He was using a cane-pole and night crawlers, trying
to catch catfish, when he landed the big one, as his
mother said, "He has only fished a few Limes, but need,

Remember . . . the Division Water Race at the Twin
total of
Lakes Coonhunters Club is tomorrow night!! A
$70.00,
in
paid
be
will
which
final,
$150.00 is guaranteed
amounts.
$50.00, and $30.00
Entry fee is $5.00, and perhaps the best part of all
the club
. . . food and beverages will be available in
house.
If you want more information, call Hulen Washam

less to say, he is now 'hooked'".
The fish was not weighed until eight hours after he
was pulled in out of the water, and the scales were still
tipped at six pounds eight ounces, and it was 24 inches
long. I wonder what the weight would, have been had
they weighed him when he was caught.

at 527-8264.
largeHermon C. Cook III. of Memphis, and his 6 pound 8 ounce
mouth he caught4whlle on vacation at Kentucky Lake.

1,0

FINS 'N FEATHERS
FRIENDS

SUE and
CHARLIE'S
Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies

(21
MI

u

DOR

Highway 65

ETA'.
IDLE,
5 TO

•
TOMMY CARROLL

MARTIN

lilluswey, Ky.

SUPERIOR

Murray, Kentucky

753-9119

JOYCE

354-6945

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
"FISHERMAN'S HEADQUARTERw,"
Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

4th h POPLAR

5th & roe' AR

TAYLOR
MOTORS
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TR ANSPORTATION CENTER"
CORP. LINE
cOMPLUre CHRYSLER
DEPENDABLE USED CARS

WARD - ELKINS
Our New Gun Department
la Now Open!

-PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS
te
MAJOR BUSINESS"
It
Call Any Time

753-1933

We'Have All Makes of Guns

rfilizer

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Your Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled
Locatr-ri W RalirraA Avecue

PlIONI 753-1372

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
1.0" Sportine Goods
Murray, Ky

Phone 753-2571

Harmon Whitnell
STANDARD
OIL
Bulk Distributor
1159 Pogue Avenue

1
.

BETTY

Jonathan Creek

rheas 7134M
IMO Chestnut Street

and

Highway 68

SMART/N UP WITH MARTIN

461-

and

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Aurora, Ky.

3 IT.
-

LYNN

WARNER'S
DRIVE-IN

r;7)

LADE
HAM-

'LEWIS

Phon• 753-4652

LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray's Largest and Most Modern

Market

ioy USED CARS
sof MINOR REPAIRS
* Phone 753-5162 *

CAIN & TAYLOR

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps

GULF SERVICE

OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentucky

6th and Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky
YERBLE TAYLOR

•

C. R. CAUL at.
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Church
Announcements
SALEM BAPTIST CIEERCII
Halglia peeler
10:00
Sur day School
11:00 a.m
Morntrg 'Worship ....
7:30 p.m
Training Union ......
7:10 p.m
Eventng Worship ..44..
1:00 p
Prayer Service

• t•

&

FRIDAY - AUGUST a, 1960

MURRAY, BENTILLAU&I

TIMES --

ccHnEnLAND
LI11111111TY
PRESBYTERIAN
pastor
111.hert IL Bates
10 00 a.m.
....
O undaY School
11 :00 a.m.
Preaching

c171

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Firth tad Maple Street
Lteiyd W. Itausee. losier
945 aan
11:45 and
Morning Worship
10:60 a.m.
p.m
0:80
Fellowship
Sr
&
Jr.
1:00 p.m
Evening Worship
CHURCH
SCOTTS GROTE BAPTIST
Rev. Iwo. Pealek, peeter
10 00 sm.
Sunday School .
10:00 ans
Worship Service
.. ..... 0:30 pm
Tra tiling Linton
7:30 pm
Erer in, Worship
730 p.m.
Wednesday Service
Wavier
Peal
Sept..
Riley Sereort, B.S.
Direrree.
Garrisee, Iresieleg Estee

MEMORISE RAI•TIKT CHURCH
Main Street at 10th
738-4411
DIAL-A-DRTOTIoN
0:40 a.m.
School
Sunday
60 a.m.
10
Morning Worship
Training Unions
p.m.
5:00
(Sept.-Mar.)
6:30 pm.
(Apr-Aug.1
Evening Worship:
8:00 p.m.
allopt.-Mar.)
7:3o em
(Apr.-Aug.)
l'raN i.r Meer trig
7 30 p.m
Each Wednesday

PLZASANT VILLILXT CUraCil
OP CUBIST
Murray •Pottertown Road
Leroy LIMPS. salaleter
10:00 am.
udy
SAM
II:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
LOVE'S? GROTE
CHURCIII or TUX N AZARENE
Kirksey. Kentucky
Iltebeet ;Islamizes. wahsloter
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship .....
7:00 p.m.
-unday Night Service,
MURCE
1111sT IIAPTIsT
B. C.. Mlles. pasear
9:30
Sunday School
10'45
Morning Worship
4!00
Training Union
yen. Worship I Rroadcast t 5 .00
Firaeer Meeting, Wednesday 7 30

SOLIPEA SP11111311
AILETNIODINT CMUACM
Jeliasen Aseley. peeler
Elrod Sunuay
10:00
Sunday Schou
Second Sunday
10:00
Sunday &hew
11:00
Worst:tip SerelOS
Third Sunday
11.00
School
Aulday
k'iiuzth situaay
9:0
Worship Service
10.45
Sunuay S4..houl

:•;•:.••:.

PIORTUaini BAPTIST rill-SCR
Allem- pester
P £U
-School Funt
Jerre Graham. Sunday
10 OA p.m
a• Se"ce I
11:00 am.
Worship Service
7:00 p.m
Evening likewise
7:00 pm
Prayer Meeting Wet?.
p.m.
1:30
Singing
Eventag
Sunday
rorLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
Cat BCH
Route 3 - Portertowe
Bra Cherie* Cansoblier. pastier
10 00 am
Fwd.
11 .00 am
morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Training Union
*30 p.m.
Eve.ning Storshtp
7:00 eisa•
teed. Prayer Meeting

KIRKSICT MATMODIST CHCRCIII
See.Hs./11.-3KeLsesLAms14R_
10:04 ass
Sunday School
11:00 ant.
Morning worele111:.
7:00 p.m.
Ever 1-r Worship
0:30 p.m
r
,
.....
Fellowshtp
Tooth
7:00 pas
Wed Prayer Meethig
BAPTiew
CIKERST CORNER
CHURCH
Linea WILISsuwee Pezelee
10:041 sm.
Sunday School
1100 am
Worship Service
7:00 p.m
Wednesday
prayer Meeting
. ...... 6:6e pa
Trabbag Union
7:16 p.m
remteg Worship
13IXANLAL LUTNXRAXCWVICP
GOiplissa Wank. Peettir
9:15 *An
Bun day UsUS
10:80 ani
lierdes
Worship

44s
•••••
Sod

What joy in life is seen in those eyes. That smile
is given freely to everyone. Now look at them both.
Which one am I talking afijut? Aren't they both the
same? No. she's not an exact. carbon copy. of her
mother- for when you look again, you see that there
is a generation between them. She wears the bright
colors in her dress with the cute designs. Her dreams
are different than her mothers. She is more outgoing.
Yet in the mother you can see a quiet humor and in
her closeness to her daughter. a gentle protectiveness.
Her mother's dreams are sometimes too ambitious. but
in the "Encouragement Department" she works just
fine.
There is one dream and ambition they both have.
however: and that is to be like our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ, and to be of service' to the church. Their
goodness is of God.
"For the eyes of the Lord are over the righteous,
and his ears are open unto their prayers: but the lace
of the Lord is against them that do evil.- I Peter 3:12.
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.
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